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Traveling across the great northern expanses from Dawson Creek, British Columbia, to Delta

Junction, Alaska, the 1,500-mile Alaska Highway remains one of the greatest driving adventures of

all time. Inside you will find details on gas prices, where to camp, how to prepare your vehicle for the

journey, and insightful driving tips.Brimming with full-color photography, this updated edition of

Guide to the Alaska Highway is the most stunning, the most complete, and most thoroughly

researched book on the market today. Arriving in time for the highway's 75th anniversary, this

invaluable guide will help travelers tailor a safe, pleasant, and enjoyable drive through some of the

most scenic and rugged landscape on Earth. Tips scattered through the guide tell you where to spot

wildlife, let you in on a few favorite fishing holes, and highlight important destinations. This guide is

perfect for the adventure lover.
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"The Guide to the Alaska Highway, by Ron Dalby, offers tips on what to pack for the trip, how to find

fishing holes and where to camp. Plus, other essential advise for the journey." &#151;The New York

Times, July 2012 --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Life-long Alaskan Ron Dalby and his wife, Jennifer, currently live full-time in their motorhome and

drive the road once in each direction every year. Ron is a regular contributor to various RV

publications such as MotorHome, Highways, and Coast to Coast. He lives in Palmer, AK.



What a waste of money. The information is old. For example, it talks about where to find film for

your camera. Obsolete information. The first quarter of the book talks too much about car choices. I

never send anything back but if there was a way I would send this book back for a refund.

I have purchased previous Alaska Highway books for previous trips and without thinking, ordered

this 'new' version for a 2018 trip. Unfortunately it is NOT the one I was expecting. This book is very

simple, with few/no details, not even real maps and no mileage markers. Sigh/my fault.

This book is a must have for those traveling the Alaska Highway. Lots of suggestions for Pre trip,

what to see, where to buy fuel, how far to expect to drive per day, where to stay whether lodging or

camping.

Are you going to take a trip on the Alcan Highway? Then you need to get this book. It covers

everything you could ever want to know plus many other suggestions that will keep you safe and

allow you to have a great adventure. The author gives a personal touch in guiding you through

Canada and up to Alaska. Since he and his family have taken many trips, he is able to give a more

personal glimpse of not only the most sceanic and interesting but the more practical angle on this

trip. My husband loved this book so much that he read it in one day and plans on reading it again

soon. We are going to carry it in the cab of the truck for reference. If you are a fisherman, Ron gives

great fishing advise too. This book is really helping us put together our trip.

Found this book most helpful in the preliminary planning of our trip. Good information and advice

with potential costs, driving times, road conditions, lodging and restaurant information. A good

accompanyment to the "Milepost".

Love it. I would give it 10 stars if there were a place for them. This was a major addition to our 29

day drive to Alaska and back to Illinois. The guide book was very informative and accurate. It added

a lot a enjoyment to the trip. I would recommend this book for anyone intending to driver the Alaska

Highway.

We read the tour book in reverse, as we left Alaska and drove to the US. It was very accurate; loved

the tips on: where to buy gas and when we would experience wild life on the roadway. We also



stopped at Liard Hot Springs in Yukon. They were 'bear blasting" when we arrived, a little thrilling!

Hot springs were wonderful, time of year traveling was the first week of September. Very detailed

guide book.

The tips in this book are great! It is very easy to flip through and find what you are looking for in a

hurry, which will be nice while on the road. It's also smaller and lighter than the milepost which can

be a bit bulky while traveling
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